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AB

Get kitted up

Attitude
is a little thing 
that makes a 

BIG difference
ELITE

Look the part 
Feel the part 
Play the part



What is an Elite 
player at DSC?

DSC Elite Football Academy is developing an 
elite squad to compete against other academies 

and professional football clubs.

To compliment the technical coaching sessions 
every Friday, it is essential that players can 

implement these skills within a full sized pitch 
and in a competitive situation. The training, 

combined with being coached through game 
related phases of play will allow them to further 

develop their positional understanding  
and decision making to perform against high  

quality opposition.

The squads will be assembled in all age groups 
from U6 to U12+ and we will be holding a 
special training night to coach the selected 

players in their teams.

Believe it
AND

Achieve it

Understand what it takes

Stay motivated

Discover that inner confidence

Master the ball

Get football fit

Develop your tactical awareness

Play as a team



Venue: 
Horizon Community College, 

Dodworth Road, Barnsley S70 6PD

Day of the week: 
Monday evenings 

(also possible weekend fixtures)

Times and age groups: 
U6, U7, U8, U9 training 6-7pm 
U10, U11, U12+ training 7-8pm

Membership fee: 
Initial sign-up fee £20 

It is compulsory that every DSC Elite player has  
the new kit, rain jacket, hat and bag

Order your kit bundle online at: 
http://www.jfcsports.co.uk/shop/sn-534-dsc-academy

Subs: 
£50 per month 

(which includes the elite training,  
Friday session and matches)

Join the 
DSC Elite squad
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Please email us if you are interested in 
joining the DSC Elite squad and we will 
contact you with more information:

Derwayne Mitchell: 07711 097395 
Chris Beckley: 07961 755941

info@dscelitefootball.co.uk

Join us:

    /dscelitefootball


